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METHODOLOGY NOTE 
 
ComRes interviewed 2,052 GB adults online between 25th and 27th April 2014. Data were weighted to be representative of all GB adults aged 18+. ComRes is a member of the 
British Polling Council and abides by its rules.  
 
All press releases or other publications must be checked with ComRes before use.  ComRes requires 48 hours to check a press release unless otherwise agreed. 
 
To commission a voting intention poll or a public opinion survey please contact Katharine Peacock: katharine.peacock@comres.co.uk  
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Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

804249512363611566456320386361306223104910032052Unweighted base

876273488447569549447305366346346244104610062052Weighted base

The Government wishes to reduce the amount that is paid out in unemployment benefit. It passes a law to
reduce this benefit but applies this retrospectively over five years. Anyone who received the higher rate
of benefit over the past five years must now pay back the difference.

16941546176124663843507938142172315Support
19%15%11%14%13%23%15%13%12%14%23%16%14%17%15%

5591963443134083743392432762411911507387011439Oppose
64%72%71%70%72%68%76%80%75%70%55%61%71%70%70%

1493689738551412347557656166132298Don't know
17%13%18%16%15%9%9%8%13%16%22%23%16%13%15%

Many people are using a legal tax planning scheme which allows them to pay a lower rate of income tax. The
Government decides to abolish this scheme but does so retrospectively. Everyone who paid a lower rate of income
tax using this arrangement over the last ten years must now pay back the difference.

2198012912314315616497101798227226325551Support
25%29%26%27%25%29%37%32%28%23%24%11%22%32%27%

4681512482273243242331722041931731496025211123Oppose
53%55%51%51%57%59%52%56%56%56%50%61%58%52%55%

190421119710268493561749168218160379Don't know
22%15%23%22%18%12%11%12%17%21%26%28%21%16%18%

HMRC (the Government's tax office) has a large backlog of tax cases. The Government passes a law to say that, rather than having to prove that
people owe them money, HMRC can now demand payment upfront and take money directly from people's bank accounts. If people want to challenge the
decision, it is up to them to take HMRC to court. This is applied retrospectively to all existing tax disputes from the past ten years.

993361536577793028475022103152256Support
11%12%13%12%11%14%18%10%8%13%15%9%10%15%12%

6062003263104034073182432982322101457477001447Oppose
69%74%67%69%71%74%71%80%81%67%61%60%71%70%70%

171391018310164503140678576196153349Don't know
20%14%21%19%18%12%11%10%11%19%25%31%19%15%17%
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Retrospective Punishments Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 25th-27th April 2014

Absolutes/col percents
Table 1
Q.1 The following question is about changes in UK law which are backdated so people can be punished for breaking these laws before
they came into effect, even if their actions were legal at the time they did them. Would you support or oppose people being punished
retrospectively in each of the following scenarios?
Base: All respondents
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Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

876273488447569549447305366346346244104610062052Weighted base

The Government reduces the speed limit on the motorway from 70mph to 60mph, but also decides to apply this change retrospectively over the last
ten years. This means that anyone who drove above 60mph on the motorway during the last ten years can be fined or punished for doing so, even
though the speed limit at the time was 70mph.

6416313021341311192235176255117Support
7%6%6%7%4%6%3%3%5%6%10%7%6%5%6%

6812273753684774774132813152682441778578411698Oppose
78%83%77%82%84%87%93%92%86%77%71%73%82%84%83%

1323081497037201332566650127110237Don't know
15%11%17%11%12%7%5%4%9%16%19%21%12%11%12%

The Government realises that due to a problem in the wording of the Mental Health Act, some people who have been sectioned may have been
detained illegally. The Government changes the law and backdates these so that anyone who was sectioned illegally under the old rules can
no longer challenge the decision.

1303553566286464039485430121136257Support
15%13%11%13%11%16%10%13%11%14%16%12%12%14%13%

4971722922583553543132112361961831216146451259Oppose
57%63%60%58%62%64%70%69%64%57%53%50%59%64%61%

2506614313215210988549110110993312224536Don't know
28%24%29%30%27%20%20%18%25%29%31%38%30%22%26%
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Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandWalesScotlandTotal

1993102151761561921752438817541121862052Unweighted base

1852872672051441851852268217651031852052Weighted base

The Government wishes to reduce the amount that is paid out in unemployment benefit. It passes a law to
reduce this benefit but applies this retrospectively over five years. Anyone who received the higher rate
of benefit over the past five years must now pay back the difference.

2843562124392528122761326315Support
15%15%21%10%17%21%13%12%14%16%12%14%15%

134206161143102125120167571215831411439Oppose
72%72%60%70%71%67%65%74%69%69%81%76%70%

233850411721403114274717298Don't know
12%13%19%20%12%11%21%14%17%16%7%9%15%

Many people are using a legal tax planning scheme which allows them to pay a lower rate of income tax. The
Government decides to abolish this scheme but does so retrospectively. Everyone who paid a lower rate of income
tax using this arrangement over the last ten years must now pay back the difference.

4977694331544665274613356551Support
27%27%26%21%21%29%25%29%33%26%33%30%27%

11015514411992989211538962561041123Oppose
59%54%54%58%64%53%50%51%47%55%54%57%55%

2655544321334646173411324379Don't know
14%19%20%21%15%18%25%20%21%19%13%13%18%

HMRC (the Government's tax office) has a large backlog of tax cases. The Government passes a law to say that, rather than having to prove that
people owe them money, HMRC can now demand payment upfront and take money directly from people's bank accounts. If people want to challenge the
decision, it is up to them to take HMRC to court. This is applied retrospectively to all existing tax disputes from the past ten years.

2029442316312127132241021256Support
11%10%16%11%11%17%12%12%16%13%10%12%12%

136212174131112128121158561228781401447Oppose
73%74%65%64%78%69%66%70%68%70%76%76%70%

2946495215264241133121423349Don't know
16%16%18%25%11%14%23%18%15%18%14%13%17%
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Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandWalesScotlandTotal

1852872672051441851852268217651031852052Weighted base

The Government reduces the speed limit on the motorway from 70mph to 60mph, but also decides to apply this change retrospectively over the last
ten years. This means that anyone who drove above 60mph on the motorway during the last ten years can be fined or punished for doing so, even
though the speed limit at the time was 70mph.

1011278591581110566117Support
6%4%10%4%4%5%8%4%14%6%6%3%6%

158248193164125160134195631440931651698Oppose
86%86%72%80%87%87%73%86%77%82%91%90%83%

16294633131536238220413237Don't know
9%10%17%16%9%8%20%10%10%12%4%7%12%

The Government realises that due to a problem in the wording of the Mental Health Act, some people who have been sectioned may have been
detained illegally. The Government changes the law and backdates these so that anyone who was sectioned illegally under the old rules can
no longer challenge the decision.

2333292419311932132231222257Support
12%12%11%12%13%17%10%14%15%13%12%12%13%

11917915712289116111127531074661191259Oppose
65%62%59%60%62%63%60%56%65%61%64%65%61%

4275815935385567164682543536Don't know
23%26%30%29%25%20%30%29%20%27%24%23%26%
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